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about Orange Ventures
Orange Ventures is a private global venture capital
partnership dedicated to investing in telecommunications
technologies that enable wirefree mobility. Orange Ventures
has a $225 million fund under management and has Orange
SA, one of the largest mobile service providers in the world,
as its sole limited partner.
Orange Ventures invests across the wireless value chain: from
network infrastructure, hardware, and equipment, through to
middleware, devices, software, applications and services.
Formed in late 2000, Orange Ventures has offices in London,
Boston and San Francisco and invests in the United States,
Europe and Israel.
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about OrangeImagineering
OrangeImagineering is the applied research and
development group of OrangeWorld with the mission
to explore and prototype future products, services and
customer experiences. OrangeImagineering explores
the mobile communication landscape by building
and testing on wirefree technologies. Our research and
development activities range from engineering new
services to predicting the viability of forward-looking
devices and embedded technologies.
OrangeImagineering works closely with groups within
Orange and FranceTelecom to visualise and build the
integrated roadmaps that allow us to identify opportunities
which guide our research themes. Together, we take ideas
from design prototype to commercial product.
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interactive alarm clock
Control appliances with your voice and your mobile phone
Envision an alarm clock that synchronises schedules
from your phone and wakes you in time for that important
meeting. The interactive alarm clock is an example of
things to come in the near future. Through the design and
implementation of wirefree networks in our future home, we
have the capability to form context-aware networks that
create links between everyday objects. This can now create
new platforms in which to produce content for entertainment,
work and relaxation.
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mobile sports experience
Enjoy the game, away from the game
Today, sport enthusiasts can receive SMS scores and view
WAP-based sports pages on their mobile phones. In the
near future, Orange aims to deliver more compelling content
on mobile handsets, with larger colour screens, that are
capable of delivering a richer experience.
Our sports experience demonstrates a number of future
sport services and enhancements including: personalisation,
diary alerts, location information, multi-media messaging
and streaming audio and video centred around a community
environment. It provides a seamless, integrated and
interactive experience that goes beyond viewing TV on
a mobile.
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city guide
Get from here to there, easily
The OrangeImagineering city guide utilises a touch and
voice activated interface combined with a natural language
interpreter. This allows users to pose queries such as 'give me
cheap French restaurants in Soho' to receive reviews, menus
and street-by-street directions. This is the latest prototype
further exploring the idea of location-based services.
Directions can be given through the device's text-to-speech
interface which prompts input from a user and speaks
detailed directions back, allowing for wirefree and
hands-free use.
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technology radar
Guiding wirefree research
The technology radar is a visualisation tool to support
the scouting activities of Orange. Through collaboration
and document sharing, the system captures and pushes
real-time views from both inside and outside Orange.
The radar display presents high-level information about
emerging and maturing technologies. Information for the
display is culled and maintained by a team of dedicated
editors and contributed to by communities of domain
experts within Orange. The knowledge sharing system
integrates news feeds, document postings and discussion
areas to help understand how each technology impacts
the Orange strategy and vision.
Ultimately, the radar display provides a unique and simple
way in which to identify opportunities or threats.This
information is used to make business decisions on
technologies that affect Orange.
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virtual receptionist
Meet and greet in the 21st century
We enter life with a natural and lasting affinity for faces.
They draw our attention and serve as a visualisation of our
fellow conversant's humanity. The Virtual Receptionist draws
upon this fact to create a distinctively human interaction as
she speaks, listens and acts to assist visitors at her desk.
Wildfire™ has proven the value of providing an emotionally
evocative user experience while delivering flexible and rich
functionality that users rightfully associate with human
assistance (as opposed to computer applications). But
whereas Wildfire works over the telephone, the Virtual
Receptionist's job places her in a face-to-face encounter
with users. An avatar—an animated 3D computer face—
is used to add this vital new element.
The Virtual Receptionist can greet and identify visitors to the
lobby, maintain a log of their visit, print name badges and
notify the correct employee to come greet the guest. The
functional tasks she performs blend seamlessly with a unique
human style that further erases the distinctions between
impersonal automation and a warm and colorful person.
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personal area networks
Keeping you connected
Orange is working on extending wirefree technologies to a
wider scale. In addition to embedding wirefree capabilities,
Orange is working on figuring out how everything is connected
and working; to provide both context and presence to relevant
services. Our research is based on current and emerging
platforms and protocols, such as PDAs, conventional PCs,
Bluetooth and 802.11b & a.
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presence & location
Communicate with your buddies instead of your contacts
PC based instant messaging has enormous advantages
over its mobile counterpart, SMS. Most notably, the instant
messenger offers the opportunity to see if the person they
want to contact is available to receive a message or initiate a
chat session, all in one interface. Orange aims to parlay this
messenger capability into mobile phone applications. As
a result, we intend to transform and extend interpersonal
communication beyond both the handset and the desktop.
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■ From Route 90 East

■ From Logan Airport

Take Exit 17 (Cambridge/Allston)

Follow signs to Boston

Head toward Cambridge after toll
booth ($1.00)

Take Callahan Tunnel, (pay toll
$2.00) to Route 93 North

Proceed straight through the
lights at the end of the off ramp

Take Exit 26-Storrow Drive/
Cambridge off of Route 93

Go over bridge, stay in the right
lane, take a right onto Memorial
Drive at the Mobil station.

Follow signs to Storrow Drive
take Kendall Square/Government
Center exit (on left). At end of
ramp bear right to Kendall
Square/Longfellow Bridge

You will be on Memorial Drive
for approximately 4-5 km
Turn left off of Memorial Drive
onto Binney Street

Take first right to Third Street

Take your second right onto
Second Street.

Take a left onto Second Street

We are one block in on the
corner of Second and Rogers
Streets, number 175

Take next right onto Binney Street
We are one block in on the
corner of Second and Rogers
Streets, number 175

If lost call 1 617 995 8000 or
www.orangeimagineering.com/directions

175 Second Street, Cambridge
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